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Abstract - This paper deals with the interval algo- 
rithm proposed by Han and Hoshi for random number 
generation, and evaluates the efficiency of the algo- 
rithm for each sample path instead of evaluating over- 
all expectation. We show a theorem in the almost- 
sure sense to give bounds on the sup generating rate 
as well as on the inf generating rate for each sample 
of input and output processes. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the most general random number 

generation problem by interval algorithm [l] where the pro- 
cess of repeated coin tosses and that of repeated random num- 
ber generations are general processes subject to neither sta- 
tionarity nor ergodicity but consistency restrictions. We are 
concerned with the case in which the target process should be 
generated exactly subject to the prescribed probability mea- 
sure, and concentrate on the almost sure asymptotic property 
of the generating rate of each sample, i.e. the number of coin 
tosses per output sample of the general process. To this end, 
we introduce the minimum length function to indicates the 
length of the shortest prefix of sample a: E A" from the gen- 
eral source with which the interval algorithm generates the 
n-length prefix of some sample y E A" subject to the target 
probability measure. Then we define sup generating rate and 
infgenerating rate of each input sample. As a result, we prove 
a theorem in the almost-sure sense to give bounds on the sup 
generating rate as well as on the inf generating rate for each 
sample of input and output processes. 

11. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
(a) General sources 

Let A be a finite set and (A", 3) a measurable space, where 
A" is the set of all strings of infinite length that is formed 
from the symbols in A, and 3 is a a-field of subsets of A". 
Let p be a probability measure defined on (A", F). Then 
we call (A",F,p) a probability space. We call p a general 
process [2]. Throughout this article, we assume for p neither 
stationarity nor ergodicity but consistency restrictions. 

An extension of the interval algorithm for general sources 
was indicated in [ l ,  Remark 121. So, we omit the description 
of the algorithm. 

(b) Inf generating rate and sup generating rate 
The minimum length function L; : 4" + N is defined as 
the length of the shortest prefix of sample a: E A" from the 
general source v with which the interval algorithm generates 
the n-length prefix of some sample y E A" subject to the 
target probability p. Here it should be understood that L;(a:) 
is defined as +w if the above set is empty. We call L;(a:) the 
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minimum length of a:. Further, we define the sup generating 
rate for any source sample a: as 

1 

n+m n 
Tr(a:) = limsup -Ly(a:)  Va: E A". 

Similarly, the inj generating rate is defined as 
1 

L,(z) = liminf n+m -L?(a:) n Vz E A" 

111. MAIN RESULTS 
We require the following hypotheses to prove the theorem 

HI: 

as well as the consistency restrictions for p and v : 

There exists a positive number a such that 

> a v-as. liminf - log - 1 
n+m n ~ ( a : " )  - 

H2: There exists a positive number P such that 
1 1 liminf - log - 

n+m 72 

Suppose that for the input sample a: E A", the output 
sample y E A" is generated by the interval algorithm. Then, 
the following theorem holds. 

Theorem : 

where hu(z) and h,(a:) (resp. h,(y) and h,(y)) are inf v- 
complexity rate and sup v-complexity rate (resp. inf and sup 
p-complexity rates) defined in [2]. Especially, if both processes 
v and p are stationary ergodic, then 

where h, (resp. h,) denotes the entropy rate of the process v 

It should be noted this theorem is an extension of the re- 
(resp. P).  

sults in [3] where we only deal with i.i.d. processes. 
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